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TITLE

Electrical connector

FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to electrical connectors. More

specifically, the present invention is concerned with electrical connectors used

to mount one or many wires to a casing for their interconnection to elements

provided inside the casing.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Electrical connectors used to interconnect many wires to a

casing are known. Such conventional connectors generally use independent or

integrally formed O-rings to provide an adequate seal between the connector

and the casing. This is detrimental since it implies the use of more parts or

more complex molds to produce the connector.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] In the appended drawings:

[0004] Figure 1 is an exploded perspective view of a connector

according to a first illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

[0005] Figure 2 is an exploded perspective view of the connector of

Figure 1;



[0006] Figure 3 is a perspective view of the assembled connector of

Figure 1;

[0007] Figure 4 is a perspective view of the connector of Figure 3

mounted to a corresponding receptacle of a casing;

[0008] Figure 5 is a sectional view taken along line 5-5 of Figure 4;

[0009] Figure 6 is an exploded perspective view of a connector

according to a second illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

[0010] Figure 7 is a perspective view of the connector of Figure 6

mounted to a corresponding receptacle of a casing;

[0011] Figure 8 is a sectional perspective view taken along line 8-8-

of Figure 7; and

[0012] Figure 9 is an exploded perspective view of a connector

according to a third illustrative embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present

invention, there is provided an electrical connector to be connected to a

receptacle of a casing; the receptacle including a cavity provided with a sloping

inner wall, the electrical connector comprising:

a body including at least one aperture to receive a respective

electric wire therethrough; a first taper portion and a second taper portion; the



first taper portion being configured and sized as to snugly fit in the cavity of the

receptacle;

a cover including a flat portion and a taper portion so configured

and sized as to fit onto the second taper portion of the body;

at least one fastener assembly configured and sized to removably

secure the flat portion of the cover to the casing.

[0014] The use of the word "a" or "an" when used in conjunction with

the term "comprising" in the claims and/or the specification may mean "one",

but it is also consistent with the meaning of "one or more", "at least one", and

"one or more than one". Similarly, the word "another" may mean at least a

second or more.

[0015] As used in this specification and claim(s), the words

"comprising" (and any form of comprising, such as "comprise" and

"comprises"), "having" (and any form of having, such as "have" and "has"),

"including" (and any form of including, such as "include" and "includes") or

"containing" (and any form of containing, such as "contain" and "contains"), are

inclusive or open-ended and do not exclude additional, unrecited elements or

process steps.

[0016] Other objects, advantages and features of the present

invention will become more apparent upon reading of the following non-

restrictive description of illustrative embodiments thereof, given by way of

example only with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0017] Generally stated, illustrative embodiments of the present

invention are concerned with electrical connectors for hi-power applications

where multiple electrical wires are to be maintained apart and electrically

insulated from one another. The connectors are to be used to mount the



plurality of wires to a receptacle of a casing so as to establish a connection with

electric circuit(s) provided inside the casing. Portions of the connector interact

with the casing to provide a seal therebetween to prevent the water and dirt

infiltration inside the casing.

[0018] Turning now to Figures 1 to 5 a connector 10 according to a

first illustrative embodiment of the present invention will be described.

[0019] The connector 10 includes a body 12, a cover 14 and two

fastener assemblies 16. The body 12 includes three apertures 18 so

configured and sized as to snugly receive lugs 20 to which electric wires or

cables 22 are fixedly mounted.

[0020] The body 12 includes a first taper portion 24, a second taper

portion 26 and a straight portion 28.

[0021] As can be better seen from Figure 2, the connector 10 is

designed to be mounted to a casing 30 which includes a receptacle 32 so

configured and sized as to receive the first taper portion 24 of the body 12.

More specifically, the receptacle 32 includes a cavity 34 provided with a sloping

inner wall 36 generally conforming to the first taper portion 24. The cavity 34

also includes three apertures 38 allowing pins (not shown) therethrough for

interconnection with the lugs 20. The pins are connected to the electric

circuit(s) (not shown) provided in the casing 30. Finally, the receptacle includes

a flat portion 40 provided with threaded apertures 42 receiving portions of the

fastener assemblies 16 as will be described hereinbelow.

[0022] Returning to Figure 1, the cover 14 includes a flat portion 44

provided with two apertures 46 to allow passage of the fastener assemblies 16



and a flange portion 48. The cover 14 also includes a taper portion 50 so

configured and sized as to fit onto the second taper portion 26 of the body 12.

The taper portion 50 includes an aperture 52 to allow passage of the straight

portion 28 of the body 12 therethrough.

[0023] Returning to Figure 2 , the fastener assemblies 16 include a

fastener 54, a flat washer 56 and a lock washer 58. The fastener 54 is so

configured and sized as to go through the lock washer 58, the flat washer 54,

the aperture 46 and to thread into the threaded aperture 42 of the receptacle

32. Accordingly, the fastener assemblies 16 removably secure the cover 14,

and thus the connector 10, to the casing 30 via the receptacle 32.

[0024] Figure 3 shows the connector 10 to which the wires 22 and

lugs 20 are mounted. Figures 4 and 5 show the connector 10 mounted to the

casing 30.

[0025] The body 12 is made of a resilient and slightly deformable

material such as, for example rubber and various synthetic rubbers. The cover

14 is made of a rigid material such as plastic. In many cases, it is

advantageous to shield the wires 22. In such cases, the cover 14 is made of a

good electrical conductor to interconnect the shield and the casing 30. For

example, copper, brass, stainless steel and aluminium and other alloys can be

used. It is to be noted that some alloys can be plated so as to resist the

elements in the vicinity of the casing.

[0026] While not shown in Figures 1 to 5 a braided shield can

overlay the cables 22 and be electrically connected to the cover 14.



[0027] Turning now to Figure 5 of the appended drawings, the

connector 10 is shown mounted to the casing 30 in a sectional view. As can be

seen from this figure, the first taper portion 24 fits the taper wall 36 of the cavity

34 while being compressed therein by the cover 14 which is secured to the flat

portion 40 of the receptacle 32 by the fastener assemblies 16. Accordingly, the

complementary fit of the two tapered surfaces and the slight compression of the

body 12 provide an adequate seal between the body 12 and the receptacle 32.

[0028] As can be seen from Figure 5, the flange 48 surrounds the

receptacle 32 to provide a better seal between the connector 10 and the casing

30. The flange 48 also strengthens the cover 14.

[0029] It is to be noted that the taper portion 50 of the cover 14

snugly fits the second taper portion 26 of the body 12. The force applied by the

cover 14 to the second taper portion 26 when it is fastened to the receptacle 32

compresses the body 12 onto the lugs 20, thereby improving the seal between

the body 12 and the lugs 20.

[0030] It will be apparent to one skilled in the art that the assembly

or the lugs 20 and cables 22 to the body 12 could be done as follows. The lugs

20 are first fixedly mounted and electrically connected to the cables 22 and

then the body 12 is moulded over the cables and lugs. A seal is thereby

formed between the body 12 and the cables 22.

[0031] Turning now to Figures 6 to 8 of the appended drawings, a

connector 100 according to a second illustrative embodiment of the present

invention will be described.



[0032] The connector 100 includes a body 102, a cover 104 and two

fastener assemblies 106. The body 102 includes three apertures 108 so

configured and sized as to snugly receive lugs 110 to which electric wires or

cables 112 are fixedly mounted.

[0033] In a similar fashion to the body 12 described hereinabove, the

body 102 includes a first taper portion 114, a second taper portion 116 and a

straight portion 118. The body 102 further includes a peripheral portion 120

located between the first and second taper portions 114 and 116. As will be

described hereinbelow, the peripheral portion 120 improves the seal between

the body 102 and the casing 122.

[0034] The casing 122 includes a receptacle 124 so configured and

sized as to receive the first taper portion 114 of the body 102. More

specifically, the receptacle 124 includes a cavity 126 provided with a sloping

inner wall 128 conforming to the first taper portion 114. The cavity 126 also

includes three apertures 130 allowing pins (not shown) therethrough for

interconnection with the lugs 110. The receptacle 124 also a flat shoulder 132

surrounded by a thin wall 134 and provided with threaded apertures 136

configured and sized to receive portions of the fastener assemblies 106.

[0035] The cover 104 includes a generally flat peripheral portion 138

provided with embossments 140 to fit the peripheral portion 120 of the body

102. The embossments 140 each include an aperture 142 to allow passage of

the fasteners 106. One skilled in the art will understand that the embossments

140 strengthen the cover 14.

[0036] The cover 104 also includes a taper portion 144 and a

generally straight portion 146. The taper portion 144 is so configured and sized

as to fit onto the second taper portion 116 of the body 102. The generally



straight portion 146 includes a peripheral bulge 148 and an aperture 150

allowing the cables 112 therethrough.

[0037] The fastener assemblies 106 are similar to the fastener

assemblies 16 described hereinabove and will therefore not be further

described herein.

[0038] The connector 100 also includes an optional braided shield

152 covering the entire length of the cables 122 and mounted to the straight

portion 146 by a strap 154. The strap 154 includes fastening elements 155

allowing its assembly/disassembly. The bulge 148 helps to maintain the strap

154 to the straight portion 146 against eventual pulling action thereon.

[0039] Figure 7 shows the connector 100 mounted to the casing

122.

[0040] Turning now to Figure 8 of the appended drawings, the

connector 100 is shown mounted to the casing 122. As can be seen from this

figure, the first taper portion 114 fits the taper wall 126 of the receptacle 124

while being compressed therein by the cover 104. The complementary fit of

the two tapered surfaces and the slight compression of the body 102 provide

an adequate seal between the body 102 and the receptacle 124. As can be

seen from this Figure, to provide an even tighter seal between the body 102

and the receptacle 124, the peripheral portion 120 is compressed between the

flat shoulder 132 of the receptacle and the embossments 140 of the cover 104.

[0041] The thin wall 134 of the receptacle 124 surrounds the flange

138 of the cover 104 to provide a better seal between the connector 100 and

the casing 122.



[0042] It is to be noted that the taper portion 144 of the cover 104

snugly fits the second taper portion 116 of the body 102. The force applied by

the cover 104 to the second taper portion 144 when it is fastened to the

receptacle 124 compresses the body 102 onto the lugs 110, thereby improving

the seal between the body 102 and the lugs 110.

[0043] Turning now to Figure 9 of the appended drawings a

connector 200 according to a third illustrative embodiment of the present

invention will be described. It is to be noted that since the connector 200 is

similar to the connectors 10 and 100 described hereinabove with reference to

Figures 1 to 8 , only the differences between these connectors will be described

hereinbelow.

[0044] The main difference between the connector 200 and the

connectors 10 and 100 is concerned with the cover assembly 202 that is made

of two identical cover portions 204 and 206 releasably interconnected b three

fasteners 208. As will easily be understood by one skilled in the art, to use a

two-portion cover assembly 202 facilitates the fabrication.

[0045] It is also to be noted that the lugs 210 used in the connector

200 are in three portions.

[0046] It is to be noted that the number and size of the wires

mounted to the connectors described herein may vary. Similarly, the shape of

the lugs could also vary.

[0047] It is also to be noted that the position of the mounting

apertures 46 and 146 are such as to allow two such connectors to be provided

side by side while minimizing the space required.



[0048] As will easily be understood by one skilled in the art, even

though the receptacles 32 and 132 are illustrated herein as protruding from the

face of the corresponding casing 30 and 122, such receptacles could also be

inset in the casing.

[0049] It is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its

application to the details of construction and parts illustrated in the

accompanying drawings and described hereinabove. The invention is capable

of other embodiments and of being practiced in various ways. It is also to be

understood that the phraseology or terminology used herein is for the purpose

of description and not limitation. Hence, although the present invention has

been described hereinabove by way of illustrative embodiments thereof, it can

be modified, without departing from the spirit, scope and nature of the subject

invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An electrical connector to be connected to a receptacle of a

casing; the receptacle including a cavity provided with a sloping inner wall, the

electrical connector comprising:

a body including at least one aperture to receive a respective

electric wire therethrough; a first taper portion and a second taper portion; the

first taper portion being configured and sized as to snugly fit in the cavity of the

receptacle;

a cover including a flat portion and a taper portion so configured

and sized as to fit onto the second taper portion of the body;

at least one fastener assembly configured and sized to removably

secure the flat portion of the cover to the casing.

2. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the at

least one electric wire receiving aperture of the body includes three electric wire

receiving apertures.

3. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the body

further includes a straight portion extending from the second taper portion; the

cover including an aperture sized to allow the straight portion of the body

therethrough.

4 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 3, wherein the cover

is further provided with a straight portion configured and sized to cover the

straight portion of the body when assembled thereto.

5 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 4, wherein the

straight portion of the cover includes a peripheral bulge.



6 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 5, wherein the cover

further includes a removable strap configured and sized as to removably mount

a wire shield to the straight portion of the cover.

7 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the cover

further includes a flange portion at the periphery of the flat portion.

8 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the

electric wire is provided with a lug configured and sized as to be embedded in

the body.

9 . An electrical connector as recited in claim 8, wherein the body

is molded over the lug.

10. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the

body further includes a peripheral portion provided between the first and

second taper portions, the peripheral portion being configured and sized as to

be positioned between the flat portion of the cover and the receptacle when the

connector is mounted to the receptacle.

11. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the flat

portion of the cover is provided with embossments.

12. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the at

least one fastener assembly includes two fastener assemblies.

13. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the

cover is made of two identical cover portion each defining a half-cover.

14. An electrical connector as recited in claim 13, wherein the

two cover portions are removably mounted to one another via fasteners.



15. An electrical connector as recited in claim 1, wherein the

receptacle includes a flat portion configured and sized to receive the flat portion

of the cover and surrounded by a thin wall.
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